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The “Lost” 2017 National Rally
Hi all, I would like to thank all the cool people who attended 
this years TOMCC NZ Inc. “The Lost” National Rally and 
made it yet another outstanding event. I trust you all made it 
home safe and well?

The weather really played its part over the weekend, with 
just a smidgen of wet stuff on Friday morning, this was planned 
so that those who roughed it in tents would find it easy to push 
those pesky tent pegs into the hard ground. 

Friday night was, as always, the time to catch up with mem-
bers who you haven’t seen for a while, more than likely it was 
at the last rally. We hope you all enjoyed the band, Road House, 
they are a bunch of locals that rock.

I think the AGM was probably the shortest in history. Some 
think this is a good thing. Myself, I thought there should have 
been more time for the members to bring things up, never 
mind.

The ride was done in typical Taranaki weather, it’s true, 
through some of the great riding back roads of the ‘Naki. I 
hope none of you had really dark sunglasses on when you went 
through the tunnel, it’s only dark at the start, but I did say at 
the pre-ride meeting that we would be going through a tunnel. 

The show ‘n’ shine was a bit confusing, this was partly my 
fault as I forgot the standards to use as dividers, sorry about 
that. We had Meriden’s beside Hinckley’s and Thunderbird 
Storm’s with Triumph Sport bush bikes. Hey, it made for a 
great collection of pure beauty to walk around. The prizes, 
WOW, what a collection of great stuff. I would like to take the 
time to thank the sponsors that make it possible to have such a 
great collection of prizes.

Kiwibike Insurance these are a great bunch of people, 
they are all riders and know what its like out there on two 
wheels. If you let them know you attended the rally 
they will give you a very healthy discount on top of 
their already very low premiums. (I have saved $200 
per year with them on full cover).
Bayride If you’re after a bike shop that has outstanding 
backup service, these are the people to see.
New Plymouth Motorcycles Taranaki’s Triumph 
dealership, who supplied the shiny new bikes on display in 
the dining area.
Z Energy supplied 160 free coffee and pie cards. I hope 
you all used them on your ride home.
Triumph New Zealand supplied some great Triumph 
products and the new format bike spec sheets/flyers.
Cables NZ
Stewarts Electrical
Active Electrical 
I would also like to thank the TOMCC NZ Inc. Taranaki 

Chapter members who put the time and effort into getting all 
the T’s crossed and the i’s dotted. Without their hard work, it 
would not have been such a great event. Ride safe

Chris Martin
Area Coordinator 

TOMCC NZ Taranaki

9 Reasons to Fall in Love 
with Vintage Motorcycles

Vintage motorcycles turn heads wherever they go. That’s partly 
because they’re often mouth-wateringly beautiful, of course. But it’s also 
because they’re so rare.

Sometimes you’ll overtake a classic bike on the road as it rattles along in 
its own time warp. Or you might get to drool over a few at a specialist bike 
show. But recently, I damn near overdosed on rare classic motorcycles. I 
got up close and personal with more than 300 vintage motorcycles under 
one roof.

It was intense. The air was almost crackling with desire and longing, 
and I wasn’t the only one feeling overwhelmed. Grown men in leather 
jackets were gazing at these machines, stroking them gently, and quickly 
brushing away the odd tear.

Classic motorcycles might make you cry – who could blame us? 
We were inside the Classic Motorcycle Mecca, a temple to vintage 
motorcycles tucked away right at the bottom of New Zealand in Invercargill 
(the same little town that hosts the only motorcycle rally to combine 
Indians and hobbits).

This place is the biker equivalent of Willie Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. But 
instead of chocolate waterfalls, lollipop trees and oompa loompas, there 
are vintage motorcycles everywhere you look. Gleaming silently, they 
proudly drip oil onto the polished floorboards.

Stepping through the door of this wonderland, I turned into the greediest 
kid on the Willie Wonka tour. It was like standing at the edge of a river of 
chocolate. I watched it flow past my boots. I could smell its rich, creamy 
goodness.

I actually giggled out loud in anticipation, because I knew that in 
about 2 seconds I was about to dive right into that delicious river, no two 
ways about it – and dive right in I did!

I swam past a 1916 Thor, a 1913 Henderson and a collection of stunning 
Indians from the 1900s through to the 1940s – old-motorcycles-indian-
style. I backstroked slowly past an incredible display of sidecars (wicker 
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baskets to bullet style). Eventually, I came up for air – right next to a row of 
five, five! Brough Superiors from the ‘30s – classic-motorcycles-overload

And I knew it was time to get out of this river of sensory excess. These 
silvery works of art were so breath-taking that I suddenly forgot how to 
swim.

5. Vintage motorcycles are culturally important.
Plenty of classic motorcycles are directly associated with figures we 
admire. There’s Steve McQueen and his Triumph fixation. And T. E. 
Lawrence’s fetish for Brough Superiors (he got a new one every year – 
now there’s dangerous precedent!)

6. Vintage motorcycles stand the test of time.
Classic motorcycles are classic for a reason. They’re the real deal. They get 
better with age. You could apply the same idea to, say, Bruce Springsteen 
and Justin Bieber.

Bruce is an old-school musician with something to say. 40 years into his 
career, his concerts sell out in an hour.

Justin has an expensive haircut, and some pretty tattoos. Personally, I 
couldn’t name a single one of his songs – now, let alone 40 years into the 
future.

7. Vintage motorcycles are accessible works of art.
A beautiful old motorcycle is a form of mechanical sculpture.

It’s a piece of art on two wheels.

It’s not pretentious. It’s not some abstract smudge of colour on a snooty 
gallery wall. You ‘get it’ right away – and the impact is like a whiplash.

Oh, and no-one’s standing around sipping chardonnay and talking about 
light, space, minimalism or form.

8. Vintage motorcycles have flaws.
These old motorcycles were made when clunky was normal, and leaks 
were expected.

At the Classic Motorcycle Mecca, I had to laugh to see little squares of 
glass positioned just-so under these bikes. They’re a subtle and sweet 
reminder that dribbles and drips were simply part of the deal back then. 
That’s oddly endearing.

9. Vintage motorcycles are an enigma.
Classic motorcycles combine fragility and brutality in one package in a 
way that modern bikes just don’t.

These bikes might throw a rod mid-ride. They could break down at any 
moment. At the very least, they’ll certainly need fixing by the side of the 
road in the rain. But many of them could really move. They’ll rattle your 
teeth out of your jaw as you fly along on primitive suspension and those 
skinny tires.

Let’s face it, there’s just something special about vintage motorcycles.
Spend any time at all with classic motorcycles as beautiful as these, and 
you know one thing for a fact – love at first sight is real.

Liz Hardy  
TOMCC NZ Otago and Southland

Editors note: The Classic Motorcycle Mecca museum in Invercargill is truly of a 
world class standard and ought to be visited by all motorcycle enthusiasts.

So What IS it About Vintage Motorcycles? Why do classic 
motorcycles grab us so fiercely by the heart strings?

There’s no simple answer to this question. 
But here are some ideas.

1. Vintage motorcycles intersect with your own history.
If you’re really lucky, maybe you used to actually ride one of these beauties 
(Or at least desperately wanted to…) and if you didn’t, your dad or your 
grandad did, way back in the day.

Bikes like these are woven into family stories. They trigger old memories, 
desires, regrets. That’s about as personal as it gets.

2. Vintage motorcycles are the missing link.
Classic motorcycles are links in the evolutionary chain of bikes. They’re 
earlier, more ‘primitive’ forms of the bikes we ride now. It’s a little like 
seeing childhood photos of someone you love.

3. Vintage motorcycles make corporate history interesting.
So many old motorcycles have their own fascinating back stories.

From the marques that were built as prototypes in a back shed, to the firms 
that went bust and rose from the dead again and again.

There are dramatic origin stories attached to so many of these old 
motorcycles. Someone had to design them, make prototypes, get funding, 
secure patents and take them to market. And many of these processes 
were a struggle against the odds.

We love that!

4. Vintage motorcycles are a chance for reinvention.
It’s truly remarkable that old motorcycles can be restored to look better 
than they ever did when they rolled off the factory floor.

With expert restoration techniques and modern technology, we can re-
create machines that are quite literally better than new.
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A spooky spare parts story
Let me paint a picture,

I’m cruising along SH12 on my trusty T140V circa 1977. 
Im whistling in my head the theme tune from Bridge Over the River 

Kwai. In my imagination I can see Colonel Saito blowing a 50 amp fuse 
(for the purists, in Japanese a 50 Anpea No Hyuzu) about my refusal to 
agree with the Colonel that Japanese Motorcycles are better and more 
reliable than British Motorcycles!!

But I digress, I note that the left hand wing mirror is now running 
parallel to the tarmac. The clutch lever is pointing at the heavens and 
I’m in top gear (as usual).

What to do? Dont panic!! I throttle off and push the wayward clutch 
assembly to its normal proximity but it keeps coming back at me!I 
have to get it sorted as I’m a fair way from home. Im still in top gear 
and the bike is starting to chug and hop.So down through the gears 
with the clutch lever having adopted a stroppy mind of its own.It must 
be a female part, I hear you say “Therefore it can be tamed!”

A tarmac road comes up on my left and I resolve to turn around and 
head for home! Good idea, there is a cold beer there too! No traffic and 
I’m not sure what gear I am in, In all the excitement I can’t determine 
if I’m in 2nd, 4th or 1st. Clint Eastwood comes to mind briefly – do I 
feel lucky, punk or am I gonna make my day! Lady luck arrives, I’m in 
first and I’m able to do a perfect one point turn!

Whew! I head home with no whistling my head, no Colonel Saito, 
and no Clint Eastwood, just Lady Luck perched on my shoulder egg-
ing me on with a stiff British upper Lip! Well as much as my helmet 
would allow.

Arriving home I reach for the medical cabinet, aka The Beer Fridge. 
What to do – I reach for my March 2008 British Parts catalogue which 
I don’t keep in the fridge and I have a look at part 60-7022 Clutch Han-
dlebar Bracket. Struth its $45 back then what would it be worth now. 
Furthermore you don’t just get the bracket, you have to buy the whole 
Gizzmo! A financial meltdown in the offing!

I search my Blokey Shed and the Man Cave to see if there is a 
Number 8 Wire solution. I remember I have a Royal Enfield lever and 
maybe it has an attachment or fitting that can be burgled. Alas no, but 
as I search through my meagre box of Number 8 solutions there is a 
light shining at the bottom of the box and then I hear a faint chorus of 
angels singing the Angelus.You know, the one that gets going as some-
thing really good is about to happen.

Bugger me, there in all its glory is a complete 60-7022 Clutch Han-
dlebar Bracket. It is not damaged and I cannot see or think why it 
should be there.The reason so having been lost in the mists of time. 
Or alternatively some mysterious deity has intervened and provided 
for the faithful, just like the 5 fish and 2 loaves sort of thing. Its just as 
well, as I need the Old Girl for our Northland TOMCC NZ Mothers’ 
day Poker Run,which I might possibly win with that amount of Genie 
in a bottle..

So I fit my good find and it works perfectly. I might try an engineer-
ing company and see if the old broken bracket can be braised or some 
such.

I ponder the possibility of a 57-4438 also turning to custard at $125 
circa 2008, and wonder if on looking in the box whether a replacement 

may be there – or any of the other 16,000 parts that British Spares say 
they have, and no doubt are needed to disprove Colonel Saito’s ridicu-
lous assertion that Japanese Bikes are more reliable than the Old Brit 
and his Number 8 Spare Parts Magical Cardboard Box!

Bill Ponsonby 
TOMCC NZ, Northland 

Murray Dunlop

It is with regret that we announce the recent death of Murray 
Dunlop, a popular and long-serving member of the TOMCC 
NZ Canterbury Chapter. A staunch Triumph man, Murray 
had a great sense of humour and was a strong unionist. He 
enthusiastically rode his distinctive red Thunderbird Sport 
and was also a competent mechanice having re-built his T140.

Murray also attended quite a few TOMCC NZ events such 
as the Whitebait Run and our National Rallies as well as often 
riding with his mates from Rangiora Riders, a couple of whom 
he converted to riding Triumph bikes. Our sincere thoughts 
and condolences go out to his family.
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Tai Tapu Pub

Tai Tapu Pub

Tai Tapu Pub

Meeting at Mitre10

2017 Bonnie Run, Canterbury Chapter

Serious Bonnie rider

Serious Bonnie 
discussion
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9, 10 & 11 February 2018
Whangarei Falls Holiday Park & Backpackers
12 Ngunguru Road, Glenbervie, Whangarei

Open to all TOMCC NZ members 
and any other motorcyclists

Entry fee: Friday & Saturday $70
Friday only $35, 
Saturday only $35

Meals, badge, shirt & pack only  
 with prepaid entry received  
 by 20th December 2017
 Cabins and tent sites available
   Priority for cabins will be given 
   to South Island members.
     For further information contact:   
  Deborah Darton
     5 Korau Road, Tikipunga, 
             WHANGAREI 0112
    Email:
     NorthlandTomcc 
     @gmail.com

Absolutely:  
no byo, 

no patches,  
no dogs, 
no glass  

no attitudes
R.O.A.R 

(Right of  
admission  
reserved)

Rally numbers are limited, 
please book early
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Three Wanganui members thought that riding a 50 cc scooter from 
Wanganui to Taupo was a good idea, as you do and it’s only 284 km.

The idea was appealing enough for the Wanganui Chapter to subsi-
dise three members – Dale, Andy, and Lance in supporting the cause 
celebre. The ride raised funds  for Camp Quality which helps children 
suffering from cancer.

 At 7.30am on 25 March about  50 intrepid scooterists listened to the 
thorough briefing, fired up their mostly 50 cc scooters and headed for 
Turakina, then Bulls. In fact the rode was divided into approximately 
50km segments, with breaks long enough to cool motors and bums. 
Lunch at Taihape’s Gumboot Manor was a decent break in readiness for 
the haul to Waiouru and the Desert Road.

 For the uninformed the Desert Road rises to the “summit” and then 
gradually winds down to Turangi. It was amazing how well we got to 
know some scooterists as they whizzed past on the flat and then slowed 
down going up hill. Several times we passed the same scooters going 
up and were passed by the same ones going down.

 The evening prize giving was fully attended. Organiser Terena Cur-
rey had heaps of prizes to share. When she said that this was her third 
and final Scooter Challenge, the room full of scooterists and support 
crew tried to change her mind – lets hope we were successful.

 Lance Nixon
TOMCCNZ, Wanganui

Top box fashion stakes.

Terena Currey 
was The One 
on the day. 
We all listened 
carefully to 
her thorough 
briefing. 
Neat suit!

Dale Abbott, aka camp 
mother to Lance and Andy 
togged up for the long haul,  
and this was only her first stop.

This scooter had a 
wooden seat, no kidding! 
The fuel supply was 
nearly as big as the 
scooter

TOMCC NZ support for Central Plateau Scooter Challenge 

Northland Chapter held their annual Mother’s Day Mystery Poker 
Run on Saturday 13th May.  The preceding Thursday and Friday saw 
the skies darken and rain descend.  But our ever optimistic Area 
Co-ordinator assured everyone she had everything under control, in-
cluding the weather.

Surprise, surprise Saturday dawned with not a cloud in the sky and 
the sun shining brightly, great start to a great day.

After forty-eight riders registered we all headed South to Kaiwa-
ka’s Three Furlongs via Waipu and Mangawhai.  Pity we forgot to tell 
tail-end-Charlie where we were going.

After a short refreshment break, and some spot prizes, we headed 
North-West to Paparoa Pub for a fantastic lunch of either a gourmet 
beef or fish burger and chips.  Then more spot prizes and refreshments 
before heading North to Poroti Pub.

Unfortunately this is where we learnt a few lessons as patience is 
not a virtue when out riding Triumph’s.  Our designated check points 
didn’t wait long enough and therefore quite a few riders missed a major 
turn off and got lost.  As some already knew where we were heading 

they trickled in over time, or went directly back to Frings to await the 
masses return and prizegiving.

We appreciated the support of other local motorcycle clubs, and the 
Auckland and Franklin chapter members who joined us too.  Of course 
we can’t forget our sponsors for their generous donations, just a shame 
the overall winners (both male and female) were Harley riders!

Northland Chapter – Mother’s Day Mystery Poker Run
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Occasionally TOMCC NZ members have taken their bikes “on track”. In this instance Peter 
Williams, a Canterbury Chapter member, rode one of Triumph’s classics, a 1995 Speed 
Triple at the Sound of Thunder racing series held at Ruapuna Raceway last February. Pete 
took part in the Hinckley Cup and the Formula 1 classes and has also ridden in the Bears 
Winter Series. He was supported in the paddocks by another Canterbury Chapter member, 
John Ross, who also competed, riding a Ducati.

Canterbury Chapter members at the races

TOMCC NZ members Tony Brown and John 
Ross at the Sound of Thunder  (B.E.A.R.S).
Tony (Underground Brown) sponsored the 
Best of British class.

Canterbury TOMCC NZ 
member Pete Williams 
competing at the Sound 
of Thunder.

Pete on the starting grid.

The Members and Committee of TOMCC NZ Inc welcome 
the following new members to our club

Dylan Butcher Christchurch
Trevor Eves Christchurch
Bob Forsyth Ngaruawahia
Jennifer Devine Wanganui
Grant Hartell Wanganui
Neil Morris Tauranga
Michael van Plateringen Mount Maunganui
Noel Erickson Whangarei
Trevor Cocking Tuakau
Garry Muzyka Tauranga
Ihaka Carr Ngaruawahia

Membership Renewal is Due
Your membership renewal is due in July. 

It saves a lot of work for our membership 
secretary if you would please pay early

For internet banking the account number is: 
02 0792 0060254 00

Renewal fee: $25 and please add your
membership number as a reference
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The Evolution of 
the Motorcycle

On 8 March this year more than 220 motorcycles from the 
Hawke’s Bay Classic Motorcycle Club were on display at the Rod-
ney Green Centennial Event Centre, Napier.

The Evolution of the Motorcycle Show, featuring iconic mo-
torcycles from the past to present featured motorcycles from 
Speedway, Road Racing, Classic and special interest Machines.

Of particular note were the BSL 500cc GP bikes (1st time all 3 
of them together on show), Britten V1000, an “Out of the Crate” 
Hailwood NCR Ducati, the Buckley Vincent 1000 NZ champion 
Speedway Sidecar and the “Lead Foot” Egli Vincent. Plus special 
speedway show feature, race, motocross bikes, club and custom 
bikes.

Lance Nixon
TOMCCNZ, Wanganui

Steam powered Roper. 
Use more coal and save 
the planet by using 
steam power.

All say Ahhhh!

A Triumph for Triumph, and 
a flag to rally the faithful

For Mum, Dad and the kids, the kids, the kids . . .

As seen from my drone. 
About 200 bikes on show

22 July 2017, Sydenham Community Centre Hall, 
25 Hutcheson St, Sydenham, Christchurch, at 7 pm

As usual it’s a pot luck dinner and BYO drinks.
ALL TOMCC NZ members and their wives or 

partners are welcome to attend.

Should anyone from out of town wish to 
attend arrangements can be made for 
accommodation should they require it.

Further information contact Canterbury area coordinator Peter Free.
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Canterbury members at 2017 March Hare Rally

Wayne Woodward 
trying out future 
options.

Happiness is two on a Triumph. 
Chris and Nicola Reid.

March Hare ride. Benmore Dam.

Get it done NOW, you’re 
running out of time!

In an earlier article in the Triumph 
Times  a challenge was issued to 
“Bring Out The ‘The Hot Ones for 
2019”. We have heard that some 
have taken up the call and risen to 
the challenge – ready up people its 
Game On!
Don’t be standing in the crowd 
wishing you had put your original 
back togeather – get started now !
With it being less than two years 
out from the 2019 WATOC Rally of 
The Year, now is the time to prepare 
your best or original Triumph for the 
occasion.
This is a call to all our members 
thoughout New Zealand, to get 
that re-build finished, to get that 
bit of chroming finally done, to get 
that paint job finished that you’ve 
promised yourself for so long.
Prepare and Ready Up some of 
your best or orginal Triumph motor 
cycles to bring along to the 2019 
WATOC Rally of the Year.
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Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club New Zealand Inc.
TOMCC NZ AGM minutes 2017.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
2018 National Rally

Since the AGM it is has been clarified 
that due to the small size of the 
Whangarei rally site no more than 110 
people may be on site at any one time.

Therefore the total number of entries 
for the 2018 rally is limited to 110. First 
come, first served, make sure you 
get in early. 

Rally application form on page 11.
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The Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club New Zealand Inc.
If undelivered, please return to 7 Glasgow St, Mosgiel, Otago, 9024 New Zealand

DISCLAIMER
Opinions expressed in this publication are purely individual and not to be attributed 
to the Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club NZ Inc. as a whole. Nor does publication 
imply any endorsement, either by Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club NZ Inc. or by 
its committee.

Photos for this issue of Triumph Times 
were kindly provided by:

Liz Hardy, Chris Reid, Lance Nixon,  
Debora Darton and Ken Spall

If you change your address please advise the 
National Membership Secretary by post or 

email immediately.

PO Box 5035, Wanganui 
or email: tomccnatsec@gmail.com Triumph Times Editor: Ken Spall

Phone 03 489 -1740 or 021 26 99 530 
Email: spall@callsouth.net.nz

7 Glasgow Street, Mosgiel Otago, 9024, New Zealand
The deadline for the next issue of 

Triumph Times is 1 September 2017

The Distinguished Gentlemen’s Ride 

Facebook Page
of the Triumph Owners 
Motorcycle Club NZ Inc

http://www.facebook.com/tomccnz
Up for grabs, a twenty dollar voucher

Get along and put up a like to the page and follow it to go 
into the draw for the voucher.

Open to current TOMCC NZ members only

www.gentlemensride.com
Scott Wilson 

Author & Local Host for Hamilton 
scott@ofs.asia 

027 200 0159


